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Let G be a cyclic group of prime power order p’, and R a connected commutative ring con- 
taining l/p and ‘enough’ roots of unity. We compute the Brauer-Long group, BD(R, G) by show- 
ing that BD(R, G) is isomorphic to the set of 5-tuples 7/2L x Am(G) x Gal(R, GR)xGal(R, RG) x 
B(R) with a suitable multiplication defined on this set. 
Introduction 
Let G be a finite abelian group, and R a connected commutative ring with 1. The 
Brauer group of R-algebras with compatible G-grading and action, BD(R, G), now 
known as the Brauer-Long group, was first defined by Long in [14] and was a 
generalization of existing Brauer groups of graded algebras such as the Brauer-Wall 
group, BW(R), [19,22], and the group B,(R, G) of [9]. Long showed in [14] that 
BD(R, C,) is the dihedral group of order 16, but otherwise most results on the 
Brauer-Long group, other than computations for R separably closed, have focussed 
on the subgroups or homomorphic images of BD(R,G) without giving explicit 
multiplication formulas. Recently, DeMeyer and Ford [ 1 l] described BD(R, CJ for 
R a connected commutative ring containing 2-l by showing that BD(R, CZ)= 
Z/2Z x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R) as sets, and computing the multiplication 
rules for the 4-tuples in 2/2Z x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R). 
In this paper, we extend the DeMeyer-Ford description of BD(R, G) to G cyclic 
of order p* where R contains l/p and a primitive p’th root of unity if p is odd, a 
primitive 2p’th root of unity if p=2. We show that BD(R, G) is isomorphic to 
Z/277 X Am(G) x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R) as sets, and we compute the 
multiplication rules for this set of 5-tuples. Tilborghs [20,21], using the methods of 
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[ 141 and [15], has independently computed the multiplication formulas for R a (Z- 
graded) field and G = C,, p prime. Our multiplication can also be expressed as a 
twisted multiplication on a product of cohomology groups; this approach appears 
in [5] and [6]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout, G will denote a finite abelian group of order n written multiplica- 
tively and R a connected commutative ring with identity. R will have trivial G-action 
and grading. All tensor products, Horn, etc. are over R unless otherwise specified. 
We also assume throughout that for all W in Spec(R), all cocycles in H2(G, U(R9)) 
are abelian, i.e., that for fgH2(G, U(R,)), f(o, z) =f(~, 0) for all a, re G. 
An R-module M is called an RG-dimodule or G-dimodule if M is an RG-module 
(i.e. G acts on M as a group of automorphisms) and an RG-comodule (i.e. M is 
G-graded) such that the action of G on M is grade-preserving. An R-algebra A is 
called a G-dimodule algebra if A is a G-graded ring with G acting on A as grade- 
preserving algebra automorphisms. If A and B are G-dimodule algebras, the smash 
product of A and B, written A #B, is A 0 B with the usual induced G-dimodule 
structure but with multiplication defined by (a # b)(c # d) = a/3(c) # bd for b E AD. 
The G-opposite algebra A of A is the G-dimodule A with multiplication defined by 
&=a(b)a for SEA,. 
If M, N are RG-dimodules, then Hom(M, N) has an induced RG-dimodule struc- 
ture with grading given by Hom(M, N), = {f :f(M,) c N,, for all r E G> and G- 
action defined by (of)(m) = a(f(K’(m))) for f E Hom(M,N), m EM, cr E G. If 
M= N, Hom(M, N) = End(M) is a G-dimodule algebra. Unless otherwise specified, 
we will assume that any algebra of the form End(M) has the RG-dimodule structure 
induced by M as above. 
If M is a G-dimodule (or a G-dimodule algebra), we write IMI to denote the 
R-module M with trivial grading and action. Also we write M, to denote the 
RG-module M with trivial grading and MC to denote the RG-comodule M with 
trivial action. 
A G-dimodule algebra A is called a G-Azumaya algebra if A is also an R- 
progenerator and the G-dimodule algebra maps F and G of [14, p. 2411 are isomor- 
phisms. If A and B are G-Azumaya algebras, M an R-progenerator G-dimodule, 
then the G-opposite algebra A, End(M) and the smash product A #B are also G- 
Azumaya. BD(R, G) is defined to be the group of equivalence classes of G-Azumaya 
algebras with the equivalence relation - being defined by A -B if there exist 
G-dimodule R-progenerators M and N such that A #End(M)= B#End(N) as 
G-dimodule algebras. Multiplication is given by the smash product. [A]-’ = [A]. 
Recall that for A, M as above A #End(M) = A @ End(M) = End(M) #A. More 
details on G-dimodule algebras and BD(R, G) may be found in [14]. To keep the 
notation from getting out of hand, we will usually write A in place of [A]. 
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B(R), the Brauer group of R, is embedded as a normal subgroup in BD(R, G) by 
giving each element of B(R) trivial G-action and grading; thus B(R) lies in the centre 
of BD(R, G). 
BM(R, G) and BC(R, G) denote the subgroups of Brauer-Long classes in which 
some representative has trivial G-grading or action respectively. It was shown in [l] 
that BM(R, G) zB(R) x Gal(R, RG), where Gal(R, RG) is the group of isomorphism 
classes of (not necessarily commutative) Galois RG-objects defined in [7] or [l]. 
Recall that an R-algebra T is a Galois RG-object if T is a strongly G-graded algebra 
with T, =R. Let {e, : (YE G} be a basis for RG and let CR denote (RG)*= 
Hom(RG, R); CR is a free R-module with basis po, o E G, where p,(e,) is 1 if o = t 
and 0 otherwise. G acts on CR by a(~,) =pro I. Gal(R, RG) is embedded in 
BM(R, G) by r(T) = T# CR where T# CR is graded trivially and has action induced 
by the G-action on CR. Note that 1 T# CR I- 1 in BD(R, G) [ 1,7]. Throughout, any 
algebra written in the form T# CR will mean an element T of Gal(R, RG) embedded 
in BD(R, G) in this way. Note that (T# CR) # (T’ # CR) - (TT’ # CR) in BD(R, G) 
where TT’ is the product of the isomorphism classes T and T’ in Gal(R, RG). Also 
note that since we are assuming all cocycles in H2(G, U(R,)) are abelian for all 
WE Spec(R), all Galois RG-objects are abelian since locally they are of the form 
RGf, f l H’(G, U(R)). In forming algebras RGf, we assume f a normalized cocycle. 
Similarly, BC(R, G) = B(R) x Gal(R, CR). Elements of Gal(R, CR) are isomor- 
phism classes of Galois extensions of R with group G in the usual sense. Again, 
S#RG will always denote the Galois CR-object S embedded in BD(R, G), 
IS#RGI - 1 and (S#RG)#(S’#RG)-SS’#RG. 
BAz(R, G) denotes the set of central classes in BD(R, G); this set is not always a 
group [17, 2.101 but will be under our assumption of abelian cocycles. 
Lemma 1.1. If for all BE Spec(R), every cocycle in H2(G, U(R,)) is abelian, then 
BAz(R, G) is a subgroup of BD(R, G). 
Proof. If Pie,(R) is trivial, m the exponent of G, then the statement holds by 
[2, Proposition 1.11. Thus, if A and B are central G-Azumaya algebras, A #B is 
central at every localization, and therefore is central. 0 
A much-used tool in our computations will be the fact that if the elements of G 
act innerly on a G-Azumaya algebra A, conjugation is by a homogeneous unit. We 
prove this in the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose A is a G-graded Azumaya algebra and conjugation by 
u E U(A) preserves the G-grading. Then u is homogeneous. 
Proof. If R is noetherian, then the statement was proved in [18]. From [9, p. 3081 
and [17, proof of 4.41, we may assume that A is strongly graded, i.e. A,A,=A,, 
for all a, SE G. Now apply [13, 1.2.9, 111.5.71 to the R-modules A, to obtain finally 
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a noetherian subring R, of R and a G-graded Azumaya R,-algebra A, such that 
A = A, ORo R as G-graded algebras. 
Now 
U= C aiORi,Ti, Us’= C b,o,,,S, with a;, bj E A,, r;,Sj E R. 
As in the proof of [13, 1.2.91, adjoin the elements r;,Sj to R,, call the new 
noetherian subring R, also, and tensor with the old A,, to obtain a new A,. Then 
tl=a@,,,l EAT, and so by [18], a is homogeneous; thus u is also. 0 
In the next section, we compute the multiplication rules for BAz(R, G). 
2. The subgroup BAz(R, G) of central classes in BD(R, G) 
First we define a group homomorphism /? from BAz(R, G) onto Aut(G) and show 
that /3 splits. Recall that, under the added assumption that Pic,(R)=O, m the 
exponent of G, such a map p was defined in [2] in the following way. For A a central 
G-Azumaya algebra, G acts as inner automorphisms on A, so that each o E G acts 
as conjugation by a homogeneous unit USA. Then [A] maps to the automor- 
phism DA of G defined by PA(o) = a(grade(u(a)))-‘. Details of this construction 
may be found in [2,17,18]. 
If Pit,,(R) is not trivial, then the elements of G need not act innerly on A. But 
locally G does act as inner automorphisms; we show that the grade of the con- 
jugating unit is the same at every localization at WE Spec(R). 
Lemma 2.1. Let [A] E BAz(R, G). Then for 9 E Spec(R), cr E G acts as conjugation 
on A+ by a homogeneous unit of grade gr(a) independent of 9. 
Proof. Fix a E G. By [ 12, p. 681, there is an exact sequence 
1 + Inn(A) + Aut(A) 5 Pit(R); 
suppose a(a) = I. If f E R is an element such that Ir is free over Rf, (T acts innerly 
on Af. Denote the corresponding homogeneous unit by ~~(a) with grade grf(a). 
Now suppose ,?J’E Spec(R), f@ 9. Then R.@ is an Rf-algebra and (T acting on 
A.4 = Af OR,+ R,+ is conjugation by ~~(0) 0 1 so that greq (0) = grf(o). Thus gr,Y (0) = 
grti(a) for all .Y, 2 in the open set U(f) of elements of Spec(R) not containing f. 
But by [ 13, Chapitre 1, Lemma 5.31, Spec(R) can be covered by such U(f) so that, 
since R is connected, gr,Y (a) = gr, (0) = gr(a) for all $2 E Spec(R). 0 
Define PA : G-+ G by PA(o)=o(gr(o)))‘. By [17, p. 5451, gr(o)gr(s)=gr(or), 
gr(a) is independent of the choice of A in [A], and DA EARN. Also by [2, 
P. 5201~/3,4oP,=PA... The following argument from [2] shows that p is onto. For 
je Aut(G), denote by RG( j) the R-module RG = BOEG Re, graded as usual but 
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with G-action given by a(e,) = e,,i(o)m~. Then RG(j) has a G-action and grading 
but is not a G-dimodule since, as an element of End(RG(j)), o has grade aj(o))i. 
However, End(RG(j)) with grading and action induced by that on RG(j) is a 
G-Azumaya algebra and P(End(RG(j))) =j so that p is onto. 
In fact, /3 is a split epimorphism. In [lo], assuming that Pit,(R) =O, Deegan 
defines a subgroup BT(R, G) of BD(R, G) and shows that the map /? defined above 
is an isomorphism from BT(R, G) to Aut(G). The next proposition shows that the 
classes represented by the End(RG(j)), Jo Aut(G), form a subgroup of BD(R, G) 
without restriction on Pit(R); we denote this subgroup also by BT(R, G). 
Proposition 2.2. End(RG(j)) # End(RG(k)) - End(RG(jk)) in BD(R, G). 
Proof. Let M=RG(I()j be the R-module RG(k) but with a shifted G-grading, i.e, 
M,=Rej I(~). Give End(M) the induced G-grading and action as usual. First we 
show that 
C= End(RG(j)) # End(RG(k)) = End(RG(j)) @ End(M) = D. (1) 
Let f e End(RG(j)), , g E End(RG(k))p and let Y : C + D be defined by Y(f # g) = 
foPjOg where p/: RG+RG by B,(e,)=e,pj(8, I, i.e. pj=pEGCEnd(RG(j)). 
Since pj is a unit in End(RG(j)), Y is an R-module isomorphism. Let fly 
End(RG( j)),, , g’e End(RG(k))8,. Then 
Y((f#g)(f’#g’))=Y(fo(Pf’)#g”g’) 
=Y(f”/?jo~oPJ”#gog’) 
=fOPjOffOP~~‘OPjOPjlOgOgr 
= Y(f #g)Y(f’#g’), 
and Y is an algebra isomorphism. Since 
04,) =g(Rej l(a)) C Rej ~ccO)B=Rej l(uj(p)) =Mojcb,, 
g has grade j(p) as an element of End(M). Therefore Y(f #g) has grade 
(Orpj(p)-‘)( j(p)) = c@ in D and Y preserves grading. Also 
Y(D(f#g))=Y(Oj”fofJ”# -I ~k”go~k ) 
=.ofoq’ o/3j@C7k”joC7~’ 
=df”L$Og) 
=dY(f#g)), 
so that Y preserves G-action. Therefore (1) holds. 
Now note that for P, Q finitely generated projective R-modules with G-grading 
and action, by [lo, 2.51 or [1.5, 1.8 and 2.111, 
End(P) @ End(Q) = End(P @ Q) (2) 
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as G-graded algebras with a G-action where the action and grading are induced as 
usual by those on the modules. We now show that as R-modules with G-action and 
grading, 
N= RG(j) @ RG(k), = RG(j) @M= RG(jk) @ (RG(k)), = N’, (3) 
where (RG(k)), is RG(k) with trivial grading. Note that (RG(k)), is a G-dimodule 
so that End((RG(k)),) is trivial in BD(R,G). 
Define an R-module isomorphism r from N to N’ by 
r(e, 0 ep) = eOj(fi) 0 eb. 
Since e,@eflE N has grade olj(p), r preserves G-grading. Also 
Uo(e,O eb)) = r(e,Oj(0)ml 0 efiUa,k(,,-l) 
= e,Oj(0) ‘j(/l)j(o)j(k(o)m’) 0 qbk(cr)-l 
= e(uj(b)b(jk(0))-’ 0 q70k(o) ~I 
= de,j(fi,Oe~) 
=dW,Oep)), 
so that r preserves G-action; therefore (3) is proved. 
Therefore, as G-dimodule algebras, 
End(RG(j)) # End(RG(k)) = End(RG(j)) 0 End(M) by (1) 
= End(RG( j) OM) by (2) 
g End(RG( jk) @ (RG(k)),) by (3) 
= End(RG(jk)) 0 End((RG(k)),) by (2), 
and thus the proposition is proved. 0 
Corollary 2.3. The group homomorphism p from BAz(R, G) onto Aut(G) splits so 
that every element in BAz(R, G) can be written as A # C for a unique A E Ker /3 and 
C E BT(R, G) and as B # D for a unique BE BT(R, G) and DE Ker /3. q 
Next we study Ker /I. We define a map y from Ker /3 to Gal(R, RG) as follows. 
Let A E Ker p and again recall the exact sequence 
1 + Inn(A) + Aut(A) -+ Pit(R) 
from [12, Chapter II $61, where asAut(A) maps to Am = (be A: ab= ha(a) 
for all a E A}. If (T is inner, say a(a) = uau-’ for all a E A, then Am = 
{bEA: a(bu)=(bu)a for all aEA) =Ru-’ since R = Centre(A). Also for 0, re 
Aut(A), there is an R-module isomorphism 
A(# @ A(# 2 A(a# defined by a @ b --f aa( 
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Now define the RG-Galois object y(A) by 
where y(A) is a G-graded R-module by y(A),=A(a)” and y(A) has multiplication 
m defined by m(a, b) = aa for QE y(A),, b E y(A). It is easy to check that multi- 
plication is associative; also since y(A), = Centre(A) = R and y(A), y(A), = y(A),, , 
y(A) is a Galois RG-object. 
Theorem 2.4. The map y : Ker p + Gal(R, RG) is a split epimorphism with Ker y = 
BC(R, G). 
Proof. We show first that y is a group homomorphism. Let [A] and [B] be elements 
of Ker p. We must show that y(A). y(B) = y(A #B) where . denotes multiplication 
in Gal(R, RG). Recall that multiplication in Gal(R, RG) is defined by 
C s;OtiESOT: C s;,OtiOa= C s;Ot;,Or 
i i, CJ i, 7 1 
so that (S. T),=S,@ T,CSO T. 
To show that y(A). y(B) = y(A #B), it suffices to show that (y(A). y(B)),= 
(y(A #B)), for all CJ E G, and, since y(A). y(B) and y(A #B) are R-submodules of 
A #B, it suffices to show equality at every localization. Therefore we may suppose 
that R is a local ring. Then 0 E G acts innerly on A, B and A #B, say 0 is conjugation 
by u on A and by u on B. Then y(A), = Ru-‘, y(B), = Ro-’ and we must show that 
y(A#B),=Ru?@Ru-‘. 
Since DA =fie = id, u and u are homogeneous of grade 1, and, since all cocycles 
in H’(G, U(R)) are abelian, u and u are invariant under G-action (cf. [2, p. 5201). 
Therefore (u#u))‘=u~‘#u-’ and conjugation by u#u gives the action of 0 on 
A#B. Thus y(A#B),=R(u~‘#u~‘)=Ru~‘ORu~’ as required. 
If A =End(P), P an R-progenerator G-dimodule, then o-action is conjugation 
by (i viewed as an automorphism of P and y(A)=RG, the trivial element of 
Gal(R, RG). Also clearly if G acts trivially on A E Ker p, y(A) = RG. Therefore y is 
a well-defined group homomorphism with BC(R, G) in Ker y. 
Recall from the preliminary section that Gal(R, RG) may be embedded in Ker /? 
by r(T) = T# CR. To show that y is a split epimorphism, we show that yr is the 
identity on Gal(R, RG), i.e. we show that the R-algebra homomorphism T+ yr(T) 
is an isomorphism. It suffices to show that yr is an isomorphism at every localiza- 
tion. But if R is local, we are back in the setting of [2, Theorem 1.21 with y = PQ, 
5 = IV; therefore y is a split epimorphism. 
Now let [A] = Ker y. Then each (5 E G acts innerly on A, say by conjugation by 
u(a), and RG=y(A)= eoEG Ru(a)-’ so that u(o)u(r) = u(at). Now we may argue 
as in [2, Theorem 1.21 to show that A smashed with an element of BC(R, G) is trivial 
in BD(R, G) and therefore [A] is in BC(R, G). 0 
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Therefore we have a short exact sequence of groups 
1 --$ BC(R, G) + Ker /3 L Gal(R, RG) + 1, 
with y a split epimorphism. Since BC(R, G) = Gal(R, GR) x B(R), every element of 
Ker/3 is of the form 
(S#RG)#(T#GR)#D=(S#RG)@(T#GR)@D 
for a unique SE Gal(R, GR), TE Gal(R, RG), and DE B(R), and thus the elements 
of Ker p are in one to one correspondence with the elements of the set Gal(R, GR) x 
Gal(R, RG) x B(R). To complete our description of Ker p, the subgroup of BD(R, G) 
generated by BM(R, G) and BC(R, G), we must determine how to multiply two such 
elements. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) Gal(R, GR) is trivial. 
(ii) Every Galois RG-object has normal basis. 
(iii) G is cyclic of order p’, p is a unit in R and R contains a primitive p’th root 
of unity. 
Then the subgroup Ker /I is isomorphic to Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R) with a 
group multiplication defined on this set by 
(S, r,D)(S’, T’,D’)=(SS’, TT’,DD’IS’#TI) 
where SS’ (TT’) means the product of the isomorphism classes of S and S’ in 
Gal(R, GR) (T and T’ in Gal(R,RG)), and DD’lS’# TI denotes the class of 
DOD’0 IS’# Tl in B(R). 
Proof. If (i) holds, the statement is immediate. Since we have already proved that 
the sets are in one to one correspondence, and noted that (S#RG) #(S’#RG) - 
(SS’ #RG), (T# GR) #(T’ # GR) - (TT’ # GR) and B(R) is in the centre of BD(R, G), 
it remains to show that 
(T#GR)#(S’#RG)-(S’#RG)#(T#GR)#IS’#TI 
=(S’#RG)@(T#GR)@lS’# Tl. 
First consider (S’# T),, i.e. S’# T with trivial action and with grading induced 
by the grading on T. Define the G-dimodule map 
by 
L?:(T#GR)@(S’#T),+(T#GR)#(S’#RG) 
Q(x@(s#t))=x(t#l)#(s#e,) 
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for XE T#GR, SES’, tE T,. Then for x, YE T#GR, .s,s’~S’, te T,, WET,, 
n(xO(S#t))n(YO(S’#W)) 
={x(t#l)#(s#e,)}{y(w#1)#(s’#e,)} 
=(x(t#l)s(y)(w#l)#(st(s’)#e,,) since t(w#l)=w#l 
=xy(t#l)(w#l)#(st(s’)#e,,) sincey(t#l)=(t#l)s(y) 
= sz(xy @ (ss(s’) # tw)) 
=a((xO(S#t))(YO(s’#w))). 
Therefore Q is an algebra homomorphism; to show that Q is an isomorphism, we 
show that it is an isomorphism at each localization. 
If R is local, T=RGf for some feH2(G, U(R)). Then x#(s#e,)g(T#GR)# 
(S’ # RG) is the image of x(e, # 1) @ (s# (e,))‘) under Q; thus Q is onto. Comparing 
ranks, we see that Q is also one-one. (Note that Q an R-algebra isomorphism also 
implies that (S’# T), is a G-Azumaya algebra.) 
We need to show that rr((S’# T),) = S’ where n is the map defined in [l, Section 
11. If (ii) holds, TE RGf, f EH2(G, U(R)), and since f is abelian, 
n((S’#RGfL) 
={x~(S’#RG~)~#GR:(y#l)x=x(y#l) for all YE(S’#RG~)~} 
={x~S’#RG),#GR:(y#l)x=x(y#l) for all ~E(S’#RG),} 
= n(S’ # RG) 
E IS’. 
Lastly, if (iii) holds, then by [S, 5.21, KerP/B(R)=Comm(R,GxG)= 
Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG), so that T# GR and S’# RG commute mod B(R) and we 
are done. 0 
Remark 2.6. From the multiplication formula of Theorem 2.5, we see that lS# TWI - 
IS# Tl lS# WI and /SU# TI - /S# TI I U# T1. For, since the multiplication is associa- 
tive, ((1, T, l)(l, W, l)}(S, 1,1) = (1, T, 1){ (1, W, l)(S, 1, l)} and the left-hand side is 
(S, TW, /S# TWI) while the right-hand side is (S, TW, IS# WI /S# Tl), so that the 
Brauer group components are equal. The second part of the statement follows 
similarly. Thus lS# Tl - IS# Tpll - IS-‘# Tl. 
To complete the description of BAz(R, G), we must describe how elements of 
Gal(R, RG) and Gal(R, CR) multiply with the elements End(RG(j)) of BT(R, G), 
j E Aut(G). 
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Theorem 2.7. (i) Let SE Gal(R, CR) and End(RG(j)) E BT(R, G). Then 
End(RG(j)) # (S#RG) - @(j-l) # RG) # End(RG(j)) 
or, equivalently, 
(S# RG) # End(RG(j)) - End(RG(j)) # (S(j) #RG), 
where for kEAut(G), the Galois GR-object S(k) is the R-algebra S but with 
G-action defined by o(s(k)) = k(a)(s), where s(k) is used to denote the element s of 
S considered as an element of S(k). 
(ii) For TE Gal(R, RG), End(RG( j)) E BT(R, G), 
(T# GR) # End(RG(j)) - End(RG(j)) #(T(j) # GR) 
where T(j) E Gal(R, RG) is the R-algebra T but with grading defined by T(j), = 7;(,). 
Proof. (i) Define a map r: End(RG(j))#(S#RG) --t End(RG(j))@(S(j-‘)#RG) 
by 
r(f#(r#e,))=ftO(r(j-')#ej(,)>. 
The map r preserves G-action, and, since r E End(RG(j)) has grade rj(r))‘, r also 
preserves G-grading. Furthermore, 
r((f # (r# e,))(g # (s# e,))) = r(frgt-’ # (rT(s) # e,,)) 
=ftgtplTYO (r(j-‘)(j(r)(s(j-I))) #ej(,y)) 
=(frO(r(j-')#ej(,,))(gyO(s(j~l)#ej(y)) 
=r(f#(~.#e,))T(g#(s#e,)). 
Therefore, since Tis clearly a bijection, Tis an isomorphism of G-dimodule algebras 
and (i) is proved. 
It remains to prove (ii). By Corollary 2.3, (T# GR) # End(RG(j)) - W#A for 
some WEBT(R, G), A ~Kerp. Applying p to both sides, we see that W- 
End(RG( j)). Now 
IA I- IEnd(RG( j)), #A I= lEnd(RG( j)) #A / 
- I(T#GR)#End(RG(j))l= l(T#GR)#End(RG(j)),l 
-IT#GRI-1 
in B(R). Therefore, A -(S#RG)@(T’#GR) for some SEGal(R, GR), T’E 
Gal(R, RG). Therefore 
1 - (T# GR), - ((T# GR) # End(RG(j)),), 
- (( T# GR) # End(RG( j))), - (End(RG( j)) # (S# RG) #(T’ # GR)), 
-(End(RG(j))#(S#RG)),-((S(j-‘)#RG)#End(RG(j))), by (i) 
-(S(j-‘)#RG),-S(j-‘)#RG. 
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Therefore S(j-‘), and so also S, is trivial in Gal(R, GR). 
We now have that 
T’# GR - End(RG(j-‘)) # (T# GR) #End(RG(j)); 
note that 
(End(RG(j-‘)) # (T# GR) # End(RG(j))),n - ((T# GR) # End(RG(j))), 
-T’#GR. 
Therefore, for y as in Theorem 2.4, 
y((( T# GR) # End(RG(j))),) = y(T’ # GR) = T’ E Gal(R, RG); 
we show that y(((T# GR) # End(RG(j)),) = r(j). 
Recall that y(A),={beA: ab=bo(a) for all aeA}. Then (TjC,)#l)#oP1~ 
y((T# GR) # End(RG(j))), since, for t E TjC,,,, w E T, f~ End(RG(j)), 
((W#U,)#f)((t#1)#~-‘)=(W#U,)(t#1)#f~~’=(Wf#U,j(,)~l)#f~-1, 
and 
((t#1)#a~‘)a((w#u,)#f)=((t#1)#~-’)((w#u*, I)#afaP1) 
= (t# ~)(w#IJ,~(~) 1)#_f6 since 0-l EEnd(RG(j)),-Ij(,, 
=(wt#u,-(,J~l)#foP1 since T is commutative. 
But since these are both rank 1 projective R-modules, they are equal and thus 
T~z Tjc,,) and T’= T(j) in Gal(R, RG). 0 
Corollary 2.8. If R and G satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 2.5, BAz(R, G) is iso- 
morphic to the set Aut(G) x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R) with multiplication 
given by 
(j,S, T,D)(j’,S’, T’,D’)=(jj’,S(j’)S’, T(j’)T’,DD’IS’# T(j’)l). 
Proof. The statement follows from Theorems 2.5 and 2.7. q 
Now suppose G is cyclic of order n =p’, p prime. The following proposition 
shows that BAz(R, G) may be all of BD(R, G): 
Proposition 2.9. Let G= C,= (a> be cyclic of order n =p’, p a prime. Then if 
n $ U(R) or if no localization of R contains a primitive nth root of unity, every 
G-Azumaya algebra is central. 
Proof. If n B U(R), the statement follows from [2, Lemma 1.51. Suppose that no 
localization of R contains a primitive n th root of unity and let A be a G-Azumaya 
algebra with centre 2. It suffices to show that Z = R at each localization, so we may 
suppose R is a local ring without a primitive n th root of 1. To show that Z= R, we 
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show that H, the group of gradings of Z, is (1) [17, Proposition 2.21. By [3, p. 
10511, the automorphism 0 of A is of the form nov where v is an inner automor- 
phism and n(a) = (‘(a) for a~&, 4 an n th root of unity. Let J be the subgroup 
of G defined by J={a’: n(a)=a for all a~A,~}={o’:<~=l}. Since Z’=R, 
JfIH= { 1). Therefore, if < is not a primitive nth root of 1 so that J is nontrivial, 
H=(l), and Z=R. 0 
3. A description of BD(R, C,,> 
At this point, we need to restrict R and G. Suppose that G= C, = (a), the cyclic 
group of order n =pf, p prime and a unit in R. If p is odd, suppose that R contains 
a primitive n th root of unity, say r. If p = 2, suppose R contains a primitive (2n)th 
root of unity, say p, and let <=p2. (Our thanks to F. DeMeyer for pointing out 
that the casep = 2 works if R contains p.) Let $ : G x G + U(R) be the nondegenerate 
bilinear map defined by @(q a) = <, and let X be the commutative G-Azumaya 
algebra RG@ [17, Proposition 2.91. We first describe the subgroup of the Brauer- 
Long group generated by Ker p and X. 
Under the assumption that n E U(R) and R contains r, a primitive nth root of 
unity, Gal(R, GR) = Gal(R, RG) since RG = GR as Hopf algebras. This isomorphism 
is given explicitly by poI + (l/n) CiIA rikeOK, 01 i<n, and the inverse isomor- 
phism is the R-algebra map taking e,k to C:rrr ln-ikpcx. Thus the map from 
Gal(R, RG) to Gal(R, GR) mapping a G-graded algebra T to T@, where T@ is T but 
with G-action defined by a(l) = CTEG @(a, r)t,, is a group isomorphism. For this 
map is clearly one-one and a check of the definition of multiplication in Gal(R, RG) 
and Gal(R, GR) confirms that it is a group homomorphism. Note that since at each 
localization a Galois RG-object T has the form RGf, f E H2(G, U(R)), by [17, Pro- 
position 2.91, T@ is G-Azumaya at each localization, and therefore G-Azumaya. 
An inverse group homomorphism is given by defining S,= (SE S: o(s) = /$s} for 
SE Gal(R, GR). 
We now treat any element of Gal(R, RG) or Gal(R, CR) as a G-dimodule algebra 
with the ‘extra’ action or grading as defined above. However, to keep the notation 
from getting out of hand, we continue to write T#GR (S#RG) for elements of 
Gal(R, RG) C BM(R, G) (Gal(R, GR) C BC(R, G)) where T# GR (S # RG) of course 
means (T,#GR), ((S,#RG),). For example, for TEG~~(R, RG), T#RG really 
means ((T@), # RG), . We will need the following useful lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. If x is a bilinear map from G x G + U(R), then x is trivial in 
H2(G, U(R)). 
Proof. Suppose ~(o,a) = q, an n th root of unity. Then by our assumption of 
enough roots of unity in R, there exists [E R such that cp2=v. Let w be the 
bilinear map from G x G + U(R) defined by ~(a, a) = 4’, and let g E G + U(R) be 
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defined by g(a) = ~(a, a). Then 
x(a, P) = w(a, P)Y2 = w(& ~~)~‘V(~, cx)w(P, P) =g(aP)Y’g(cMP) 
and x is a coboundary. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let T be a commutative G-graded algebra with G-action defined via 
x, a bilinear map from G x G + U(R). Then if TX is a G-Azumaya algebra, TX has 
order 2 in BD(R, G). In particular, X2 - 1 in BD(R, G), and for T a Galois RG- 
object, 1 T@# Tl - 1 in B(R). 
Proof. It is easy to check, using the fact that T is commutative, that TX= Ti (cf. 
[17]). But by Lemma 3.1, Tt z TX. q 
We now determine the multiplication of X with elements of Ker p. 
Proposition 3.3. For TE Gal(R, RG), 
T@#X-(T@#RG)#(T#GR) 
= (T#RG) 0 (T# GR) E Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG). 
Proof. Note that since it is easily checked that TO # X is central at each localiza- 
tion, T@ #XE BAz(R, G). To show that in fact, T0 # XE Ker p, we show that locally 
the action of o on T@ #X is conjugation by an element of grade 1. 
Suppose then that R is a local ring; then TE RGf for some f E H*(G, U(R)) and 
T@ # X= RG! # RG@. Let w = e,~~l #e, E (T@ # X), . Then the inner action of cr on 
T@ # X is conjugation by w since 
w(e,#eP)wP1 =(e,~I#e,)(e,#e~)(~(a,o)-‘f(o P1,o)P1e,#e,m~) 
= @(a, a)f (o-‘, a)@(~, o)Y’f (o-l, o)-‘(e, la. # e&(e, #e, 0 
=~(a,a)~(4o)~‘f(a~‘,a)f(o~‘,o)~‘~(o~,a)f(a-’~,o)e,#e~ 
= @(a, a)@(o, P)e, # ep since f(cw, a-‘)f(aC’, a) =f(a-‘, a). 
Therefore T@ #X E Ker /3. 
From Section 2, there exist unique SE Gal(R, GR), WE Gal(R, RG) and BE B(R) 
such that T”#X-(S#RG)#(W#GR)#B=(S#RG)@(W#GR)@B. Then 
B=iBl-lT@#Xl=l(T@)m#RGI-l. Therefore T@#X-(S#RG)@(W#GR). 
We now determine the Galois RG-object W by applying the map y of 
Theorem 2.4 to T@ # X. It is straightforward to verify that (T@ #X)(O)(~‘#~)= 
{b E T@ # X: ab = ha(a) for all a E T@ # X} = TO # e, -I and therefore that y(T@ # X) s 
TE Gal(R, RG). Thus WE T. 
Finally, to determine S, we consider A = (T@#X), where the grading on A 
comes from both the grading on T@ and the grading on X= RG@. Let fl be the 
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grade preserving R-module isomorphism from A to (Tz ,), #RG defined by 
Z7(t# e,) = f # era for t E TT. In fact, n is an algebra isomorphism since for t E T,, 
SE Ty, 
Therefore Az(T$_,),#RGz(T@),#RG by Lemma 3.1 and SzT@. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let TE Gal(R, RG). Then 
(T#GR)#X-X#(T-‘@#RG)=X#(T-l#RG) 
where T-‘@ (also written TP1 when the meaning is clear) denotes the isomorphism 
class inverse to T@’ in Gal(R, GR). 
Proof. Define r:(T#GR)@T@+(T#GR)#X=(T#GR)#RGO by r(x@t)= 
x(t # 1) #e, for t E T,. The argument in the proof of Theorem 2.5 to show that Q 
is a G-dimodule algebra isomorphism also proves that r is a G-dimodule algebra 
isomorphism. To complete the proof, we apply Proposition 3.3. 
Taking inverses of the algebras in the statement of Proposition 3.3, we obtain 
X#T@=RG”#T@-(TP1#GR)#(TP1@#RG), 
or equivalently, TO-X#(T-‘#GR)#(T-‘@#RG). Thus, 
(T#GR)#X= T@@(T#GR) by applying r 
= T@#(T#GR) 
-X#(T-‘#GR)#(T-@#RG)#(T#GR) 
-X#(TP1@#RG)#IT-‘@#T-‘l by Theorem 2.5 
-X#(T-‘#RG) by Corollary 3.2. q 
Corollary 3.5. For SeGal(R, GR), (S#RG)#X-X#(S-‘#GR). 
Proof. From Theorem 3.4, with T=S-‘, (S-l #GR)#X-X#(S#RG). Now 
multiply by X on the right and left to obtain the statement. 0 
Theorem 3.6. The subgroup of BD(R, G) generated by Ker p and X is isomorphic 
to the group of 4-tuples (-t, S, T,D) E U2Z x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R), with 
multiplication defined by: 
and 
(k,S, r,D)(+,S’, T’,D’)=(k,SS’, TT’,DD’IS’#TI) 
(k,S, T,D)(-,S’, T’,D’)=(r, T-‘S:S-‘T:DD’lTPIS’#S-‘l). 
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Proof.Map(+,S,T,D)to(S#RG)#(T#GR)#Dand(-,S,T,D)toX#(S#RG)# 
(T# CR) #D. Clearly this gives a bijection from Z/22 x Gal(R, CR) x Gal(R, RG) x 
B(R) to the subgroup of BD(R, G) generated by Ker p and X and the first multiplica- 
tion rule follows directly from Theorem 2.5. We must verify that the second is 
correct. 
Suppose A-X’#(S#RG)#(T#GR)#D, i=O or 1, and B-X#(S’#RG)# 
(T’ # CR) #D’. Then 
A#B=X’#(S#RG)#(T#GR)#D#X#(S’#RG)#(T’#GR)#D’ 
-X’#(S#RG)#{(T#GR)#X)#(S’#RG)#(T’#GR)#(D@D’) 
-X’#{(S#RG)#X}#(T-‘S’#RG)#(T’#GR)#(D@D’) 
by Theorem 3.4 
-X’+l#(S~l#GR)#(T-lS’#RG)#(T’#GR)#(D@D’) 
by Corollary 3.5 
-X’+l#(T-lS’#RG)#(S-lT’#GR)#(D@D’@~T-lS’#S~l~) 
by Theorem 2.5. 
Since X2 - 1, the second multiplication rule has been verified. 0 
To complete our description of the multiplication in BD(R, G), we must describe 
how X multiplies with elements of BT(R, G) = { [End(RG(j))]: j E Aut(C,)}. Recall 
that as an element of End(RG(j)), a E G has grade c!j(o)-‘. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X= RG@ as usual, let je Aut(G) and let Y denote End(RG(j)). 
Then Y#X is of order 2 in BD(R,G), i.e. Y#X-X# Y. 
Proof. Let I,V be the bilinear map from G x G+ U(R) defined by ~(a, p) = 
@(a, j-‘(p)). We define a grade preserving R-module map 52 from Y#Xto Y@ RGW 
by sZ(f# e,) = for @ ejcaj where fol is the composition off and (Y E G in End(RG( j)). 
It is straightforward to check that Q is an algebra homomorphism; also Q preserves 
G-action since 
= o(faW’ 0 W(& Aa))ej(a) = cWf# e,). 
Therefore Y#X= Y@RGW as G-dimodule algebras, and Centre(Y#X)=RGW. 
By [17, Proposition 3.1(b)], Y@RGW~RGv#(Y@RGW)~=RGW@(Y#RGIU)l 
as G-dimodule algebras. We will prove that (Y@ RGW)I is trivial in BD(R, G) and 
then, since by Corollary 3.2, RGW has order 2 in BD(R,G) so does Y#X. 
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First note that the map (Y@RG”‘)’ to Y taking f@e, ~I to f for f~ Y,, is an 
R-algebra isomorphism so I( Y@ RG w), / is trivial in BD(R, G). Thus, since 
(Y@RGW)‘eBM(R,G), (Y@RGv),-T#GR for some unique TEGal(R,RG). 
By Theorem 2.4, T can be determined by applying the map y to (Y@ RG”‘), . 
Now note that the action of cr on ( Y@RGv)l is conjugation by ~(a-‘, -)oo@ 
e, ljCO’ E c!/((Y@RG~)~) where ~(o-‘, -)oo is the composition of ~(a~‘, -) E 
End(RG(j)) = Y defined by w(o-‘, -)(e,) = ‘,~(a ‘, r)e, and o E G c End(RG(j)). 
For f 6 Y,, 
(VW’, -)ooOe, Ijco#fOe, ~>(o~‘o~(o, -)Oe uJJ(g) I) 
= y/(0-‘, -)~o~f~o~‘~~+~(~, -)@e, I. 
But 
VW’, -)O~OfO~~‘.W((3,--)=W((3,a~‘)oaofocr~’ 
since 
(~(a~‘, -)Ooofoo-‘o~(o, -))(e,) 
= w(a,r)(w(&, -)W+OP’)(e,) 
= w(s r)WW’ ,ar)ooofo(7P’(e,) 
= u/(0, f~~‘)(crofoa~‘)(e,). 
Therefore y(( Y@ RG w)l) = RGf where f E H2(G, U(R)) is defined by 
.fW’, Z~‘)=IV((3-‘,-)o~OV/(~~‘,-)otO(~Z)~’oW(ar,-)01 (cf. [2]) 
= I//(&, -)oooW(r~‘,-)oa~‘oV/(or,-)01 
=W,o~(o)~‘)O1, 
since 
VW’, -)ocJo~(T~~, -)oo-‘OW(OT, -)(e,) 
= ‘Y/(oT, ?‘hd-‘9 wp’Ao))ly(op’, Yk,
= I+V(T, oj(a)~‘)e,. 
Therefore f(a, T) = 'y(t-' , ap'j(o)). But then f EH2(G, U(R)) is bilinear so that 
by Lemma 3.1, f is trivial in H’(G, U(R)) and thus v(( Y@RGw)l) is trivial in 
BD(R,G). 0 
We now have enough machinery to prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. BD(R, G) is isomorphic to the set 
Z/2Z x Aut(G) x Gal(R, GR) x Gal(R, RG) x B(R) 
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with 
j-‘j’, rP1(j’)S’,S-‘(j’)T’,DD’IT#SI IS’#S-‘(j’)i). 
Proof. We observe first that BAz(R, G) has index 2 in BD(R, G). This follows from 
[S, Section 51 since the subgroup of G&,,(y i) of matrices of the form (“0 UoI), 
u E U(Z/p’Z), is isomorphic to Am(G) and has index 2 in G&,(7 A) which is iso- 
morphic to the dihedral group on Aut(G). (Note that then the map b of [8, 5.21 is 
onto also for p= 2 with the assumption of a 2’+‘-st root of unity.) 
Now map (+, j,S, T,D) to X’#End(RG(j))#(S#RG)#(T#GR)#D where i=O 
for a + algebra and 1 for a - algebra. The first multiplication rule is just Corollary 
2.8, and the second follows directly from Corollary 2.8, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. 0 
Our description of BD(R, G) includes descriptions of BM(R, G), BC(R, G) and 
BAz(R, G). To finish up, we describe the group B,(R,G) of [9] for @ the non- 
degenerate bilinear map defined above. Note that B, (R, G) has structure analogous 
to that of BW(R) [ll], and, in fact, B,(R, G) is generated by B(R) and the algebras 
T@ for T a Galois RG-object; if R is a field, these are the generalized Clifford 
algebras of [16]. 
Recall that B,(R, G) consists of classes of G-dimodule algebras where the G- 
action is induced by the G-grading and the map @. The identity map I embeds 
B,(R, G) in BD(R, G). If A E B,(R, G), BE BD(R, G) and A -B in BD(R, G), then 
A = (A,)” - (B,)@ in B, (R, G). Thus r(B, (R, G)) n BT(R, G) is trivial. 
For T any Galois RG-object, T@eB@(R,G), so that 
T@#X-(T#RG)@(T#GR)-(T#RG)%B,(R,G). 
Therefore, since it is easily seen that BM(R, G) tl B, (R, G) = BC(R, G) fl B,(R, G) = 
B(R), the only elements of Kerp in B,(R, G) are of the form (T#RG)O@C, 
CE B(R). 
Suppose A = B # End(RG( j)) E B,(R, G) for some B E Ker fi. Then A - (A,)@ = 
((B#End(RG(j)),),)@- B and thus j= 1. We have proved the following proposi- 
tion: 
Proposition 3.9. B, (R, G) is isomorphic to the subgroup of BD(R, G) of Wuples 
of the form (k, 1, T, T, D), i.e. B,(R, G) is the set Z/22 x Gal(R, GR) x B(R) with 
multiplication defined by 
(+,T,D)(+,T’,D’)=(+,TT’,DD’IT’#TI), 
(k,T,D)(-,T:D’)=(r,T-‘T:DD’IT’#T-’I). 0 
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